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Academy were doubtful of James’ abilities when Wael suddenly suggested 
him as the new Head of Tempris. 

However, James proved his strength by passing through the trials and earned 
himself the qualifications as the new Head of Tempris. 

Now, even Lothar had acknowledged him. 

Shortly after, Lothar announced that James would become the next Head of 
Tempris. 

He also summoned prominent figures throughout the Verde District to 
participate in James’ succession ceremony. 

James returned to his residence on a spiritual mountain in the Tempris House. 

He sat in his manor’s yard and four disciples from the Tempris House. 

The four of them surrounded James and showered him with flattery. 

Wael sat on the side and said leisurely, “After your succession ceremony’s 
date is confirmed, you’ ll officially become the Head of Tempris. 

There are countless spiritual mountains in the Verde House, but many of them 
have been occupied by members of the other houses.” He paused and 
sighed. 

Then, he continued, saying, “After you become the head, you must keep 
growing Tempris House. 

Recruit more disciples if you can. 

We don’t have any requirements for our disciples except for having good 
morals. 

Also, you must regain possession of the spiritual mountains occupied by the 
other houses. 



I want to return to a prosperous version of Tempris.” James was slightly 
troubled. 

His main purpose in becoming the Head of Tempris was to read the Verde 
Academy’s sacred scroll. 

He had already read the sacred scroll, acquired the Path Technique, and 
cultivated Verde Power. 

He did not have the time to manage and expand the Tempris House. 

“Wait here. 

I’ll go get the Boundless Rock.” After speaking, Wael left the yard. 

“Haha, I’m going to be an elder!” “You’ll have to look out for me in the future, 
James!” “We’ll be promoted to elders, but we’re still relatively weak. 

The disciples from the other houses will definitely be furious about it. 

You need to shield us from them.” The Leinde brothers chattered endlessly. 

Xenia and Sundeya, on the other hand, smiled faintly. 

James fell into thought. 

He came to the Verde Academy to finda quiet place to cultivate. 

He was not expecting to uncover the secrets of the Ten Districts, nor could he 
have imagined obtaining such a great treasure. 

He began to think about how to get out of his current situation. 

James looked at the four before him and said smilingly, “When I become the 
Head of Tempris, the four of you will become elders. 

In the future, Tempris House will be relying on you four. 

I’ll be counting on the four of you to help me achieve Sir Wael’s wishes.” “Sure 
thing!” “T’ll recruit disciples as soon as possible!” The Leinde brothers were 
overjoyed. 



Sundeya raised a spiritual food to James’ lips and said smilingly, “ Would you 
like an Empyrean Berry? Do you need me to sit in your lap and feed you?” 
“No thanks.” James waved his hand, took the Empyrean Berry from Sundeya, 
and swallowed it. 

Yusef teased her, saying, “How about feeding me as well?” Sundeya turned to 
him and said smilingly, “Sure. 

When you become the Head of Tempris, I’ll even feed you in bed.” “Then I 
don’t think I’ll ever have the chance.” Yusef’s shoulders slumped. 

The group chatted happily in the yard. 

After a while, Wael returned with a huge blue rock and casually tossed it to 
the ground. 

James stood up and stared curiously at the rock ahead of him. 

The rock was 100 meters tall and about 10 meters in diameter. 

A few mysterious inscriptions were engraved on the rock’s surface. 

James instantly discovered the inscriptions were the same as those used to 
record the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra. 

James immediately realized why sitting on the Boundless Rock would 
enhance one’s cultivation process. 

The Boundless Rock had inscriptions of the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra engraved on it, which speeded up one’s cultivation process. 

Meanwhile, James had already cultivated the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra, so his cultivation speed had already been enhanced. 

Wael explained, “The Boundless Rock is the Verde Academy’s treasure. 

It was left behind by our founder. 

A cultivator in the Boundless Rank will be able to improve quickly while 
cultivating on the Boundless Rock.” 
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Previously, he was looking forward to acquiring the Boundless Rock. 

Now that he had already learned the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra, he 
had no expectations for the Boundless Rock. 

It would not be of much use to him since he could use the Tenfold Realms 
Transcendent Sutra to enhance his cultivation speed by a hundredfold. 

In other words, in one epoch, he would be able to achieve progress that other 
cultivators would use a hundred epochs to reach. 

“The Boundless Rocks is useless to me,” James said casually. 

Wael said, “How could it be of no use? You’re currently in the Boundless 
Rank. 

If you cultivate on the Boundless Rock for as thousand epochs and use the 
time formation, your strength will improve tremendously.” James did not 
explain himself. 

He casually waved his hand and moved the Boundless Rock to an open area 
to a mountain behind him. 

Then, he said, “From now onward, the Boundless Rock will be our means to 
recruit disciples. 

“You’re the next Head of Tempris, so you have the final say. 

I’ll go ask Sir Lothar about the succession ceremony.” Wael left after leaving a 
few words. 

The four disciples stayed around James. 

The Headmaster of the Verde Academy, Lothar, had already announced to 
the public that the Tempris House would have a change of Heads. 

He also invited all the powerhouses from the Verde District to the Verde 
Academy. 

The news about James becoming the next Head of Tempris spread rapidly. 

“who’s James?” “T’ve never heard of him before. 



I don’t think the Verde Academy ever had someone named James Caden. 

When did he join?” Prominent families, sects, and forces throughout the Verde 
Academy discussed James. 

The Verde Academy was the most potent force in the Verde District. 

The position as head of one of the Verde Academy’s Houses was an 
honorable status. 

Thus, the topic naturally attracted the attention of other powerhouses. 

The Verde District was ranked relatively high in the Endlos. 

James instantly became the talk of the entire Verde District. 

Lothar even extended the invitations to powerhouses from the other districts 
to attend James’ succession ceremony. 

Although it was a significant event for the Verde Academy, it was insignificant 
for the other district’s powerful forces. 

The top powerhouses were not interested in such a trivial event. 

However, to maintain friendly connections, they still sent a few disciples or 
elders to attend the succession ceremony. 

Many powerhouses gathered in the Theos Sect’s main hall. 

The person heading the meeting was the eldest disciple of the Theos District’s 
Leader. 

He looked at the elders in the main hall and said, “The Verde Academy has 
invited us to attend their new Head of Tempris’s succession ceremony. 

Is anyone free to make an appearance on our behalf?” The powerhouses in 
the main hall shook their heads in response. 

Peerless powerhouses like them were not interested in participating in such 
events. 

Despite it being an invitation from the Verde Academy, they showed no 
willingness to attend. 



“What’s going on?” A voice resounded in the hall. 

Immediately afterward, a woman in a purple dress walked into the hall. 

“Ms. Waleria.” As soon as Waleria appeared, the powerhouses immediately 
greeted her respectfully. 

Even the eldest disciple of the Theos District’s Leader stood up and called out 
to her respectfully, “Ms. 

Waleria.” He walked down the high platform and handed over the invitation 
sent to them by the Verde Academy. 

Waleria took the invitation and casually took a look. 

After seeing James’ name, her expression immediately lit up. 

She thought, ‘James? Is it him?’ She immediately said, “Ill attend the 
succession ceremony. 

I’ve been in seclusion for a while and feel a bit stuffy, so I’d like to head out for 
a walk.” 
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the Chaos Rank, the Verde Academy’s overall strength was the best in the 
Endlos Void’s Nine Districts. 

The Heads of the Verde Academy’s Five Houses were very powerful. 

However, an unknown human was about to be promoted as one of the Five 
Houses’ Heads. 

Therefore, it caught a lot of attention throughout the Verde District. 

James, on the other hand, was unbothered. 

He entered the space he had created and arrived atop a spiritual mountain. 

He sat opposite the Ancestral Blood Master, and between them was a 
chessboard. 



Unlike regular chess, the chessboard represented heaven and earth, whereas 
their chess pieces were different Paths. 

James looked at the pile of black crystals nearby and asked, “ How’s your 
research going?” The Ancestral Blood Master shook his head and replied, 
“I’ve been studying them for a while but haven’t made any significant 
discoveries yet. 

I’ve never encountered such power before. 

Their powers don’t contain any Paths but are incredibly potent. 

If I’m not mistaken, they might be from outside Endlos.” “From outside the 
Endlos?” James was startled. 

The Ancestral Blood Master nodded and said, “Since you’ve come to Endlos, 
you’ve experienced a lot, right? I suspect Endlos used to be full of wars in the 
distant past. 

Powerhouses from outside were probably called Extraterrestrial Demon. 

It’s possible they invaded Endlos back then and caused chaos.” The Ancestral 
Blood Master expressed his analysis. 

Coincidentally, James had the very same suspicions. 

“You’re suggesting the events I’ve experienced in the Supreme Illusions were 
not made up but real events of the past, right?” The Ancestral Blood Master 
nodded and replied, “Yeah, I’m just making wild guesses. 

Whether or not they are true, I can’t be certain. 

Since you’ve already come in contact with them, I’m sure the truth will surface 
soon. 

Moreover…” He suddenly paused. 

James urged him, saying, “What is it?” The Ancestral Blood Master replied, “I 
think many secrets are buried in the Chaos District. 

Perhaps the first Sky Burial isn’t as simple as we think. 



What if the powerhouses did not invade the Chaos District for the Endlos 
Heart but for another purpose?” “What purpose?” The Ancestral Blood Master 
shook his head. 

The two chatted and discussed James’ experiences during this period, 
including the Emperor Raiah, the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra, and 
Tenfold Realms Transcendent Art. 

However, James became even more confused after the discussion. 

Ultimately, he gave up talking about these topics. 

He changed the subject to more everyday stuff. 

The entire Verde Academy was busy with preparations for James’ succession 
ceremony. 

James, on the other hand, was relatively relaxed. 

He either hung out with the disciples of the Tempris House or headed into the 
space where the Ancestral Blood Master’s phantom body resided to chat 
about the Chaos District before the first Sky Burial. 

Three thousand years passed in a flash. 

The Verde Academy was done with preparations for James’ succession 
ceremony. 

James had become a popular name in the Verde District during the past few 
years. 

A few families, sects, and races from other districts had also heard about him. 

However, the Endlos’ Nine Districts were too vast. 

Only powerhouses had heard about him, whereas ordinary living beings could 
not come in contact with such topics and were oblivious that the Tempris 
House was about to have a new Head. 

James was about to succeed as Head of Tempris in less than a hundred 
years. 
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families, sects, and races had already arrived at the Verde Academy. 

Most of those that showed up were from the Verde District. 

Meanwhile, only a handful of powerhouses from different districts attended. 

In the Verde District, there was a relatively powerful universe close to the 
district’s central region. 

The occupants in the universe were pretty strong, and they had many Caelum 
Acmeans. 

A mysterious woman sat in a tavern inside one of the universe’s cities. 

She wore a black dress and a bamboo hat with a veil covering her face. 

“Cough, cough.” The woman covered her mouth as she coughed. 

She lowered her hand and saw her palms stained with blood. 

Her hidden face was white as a sheet. 

“James will become the new Head of Tempris in another hundred years. 

The Verde Academy has been keeping a low profile, and it’s the first time in 
so long for them to hold such a public event. 

I heard they’ve also sent invitations to powerhouses from the other districts.” 
“Who’s James? What’s his origin? Why have I never heard of him before?” 
Many customers sat in the tavern and discussed the Verde Academy’s grand 
event that would take place a hundred years later. 

The woman sitting in the corner was shocked to overhear the name in their 
conversations. 

Shocked, she thought to herself, ‘James is about to become the Head of 
Tempris? Could it be him?’ The woman was none other than Saachi. 



After Saachi absorbed a portion of Xuri’s Demonic Power in the Yhala Realm, 
Xuri had been on a constant hunt for her life. 

Over the years, she had fled to many different districts. 

However, Xuri could track her down no matter where she hid because of the 
Demonic Power she had absorbed. 

Even so, Saachi refused to release the Demonic Power she absorbed from 
Xuri. 

Although her Damon Eyes were nearly perfect after absorbing the Demonic 
Energy, Xuri was a powerhouse that had entered the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

Xuri would have entered the Chaos Rank if Saachi had not intervened and 
absorbed some of her Demonic Energy. 

Despite her strength improving by leaps and bounds, Saachi could not face 
such a terrifying powerhouse. 

During this period, Saachi had several confrontations with Xuri. 

However, every battle ended with fleeing with injuries. 

This time, she had suffered severe injuries and had to hide to recuperate. 

Otherwise, she would die if caught by Xuri. 

“Tf this new Head of Tempris is the James I know, I can go to the Verde 
Academy to ask him for help. 

Although the Verde Academy has no powerhouses at the Chaos Rank, they 
have quite a few at the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

As long as I enter the Verde Academy and get James’ protection, I’m sure 
Xuri will back off. 

“T just need to hide for a while and treat my injuries. 

Then, I’ll cultivate to grow stronger. 

By then, I won’t need to fear Xuri anymore.” After overhearing the discussions 
in the tavern, Saachi suddenly devised a plan. 



She wanted to head to the Verde Academy for protection. 

Saachi took out a Genesis Stone and placed it on the table as payment. 

Then, she disappeared from the tavern. 

She appeared in the starry sky and rushed to the universe where the Verde 
Academy was located without hesitation. 

Even though she was far from the Verde Academy, she could transverse 
through the void easily. 
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blink of an eye. 

It was less than three months before James would take over Tempris House. 

Many cultivators gathered outside the spiritual mountain of the Verde 
Academy. 

Most were from nearby universes that wanted in the fun but did not have 
invitations. 

Therefore, they could not enter the Verde Academy and could only watch from 
outside. 

During the succession ceremony, a projection of the event would be displayed 
for them to watch. 

Thus, they would be able to see James’ actual appearance. 

Saachi, who had come to seek James’ protection, hid amongst the crowd. 

She wore a black dress and covered her face with a bamboo hat with a veil. 

However, she had no invitation card and could not enter the Verde Academy. 

She hid in the crowd, waiting for an opportunity to sneak in. 

Unfortunately, a chance did not come to her despite waiting several years. 



Suddenly, a crack appeared in the distant voice. 

A woman ina purple dress with an elegant aura emerged from it. 

She was tall and had a slender figure. 

She stepped forward and appeared outside the Verde Academy’s mountain 
gate. 

Her appearance instantly caused a huge commotion. 

The Heads and Elders of the Verde Academy’s Five Houses appeared to 
welcome her. 

“Welcome to the Verde Academy, Ms. 

Waleria.” Lothar walked over with a smile. 

He stroked his beard and said, “I wasn’t expecting you, Ms. 

Waleria. 

The Verde Academy is honored by your presence.” The crowd outside the 
mountain gate was shocked to see Waleria. 

“Ts that Waleria, the Grand Sect Elder of the Theos Sect? “She’s beautiful.” 
Everyone’s eyes were fixated on Waleria. 

Waleria smiled and replied, “I’ve been in seclusion for a while and felt a little 
bored. 

Your succession ceremony was the perfect opportunity for me to come out for 
a walk.” “Please come inside.” Lothar made a welcoming gesture. 

Then, he immediately deactivated the formation around the Verde Academy to 
invite Waleria inside. 

As soon as the formation was opened, Saachi finally had a chance to enter 
the Verde Academy. 

She quickly disappeared from the crowd and snuck into the Verde Academy. 



Lothar never expected anyone in the Endlos Void to be daring enough to 
infiltrate the Verde Academy, thus, he boldly opened the formation. 

After welcoming Waleria inside the Verde Academy, the formation closed to 
prevent uninvited guests from entering. 

In fact, nobody in the crowd dared to sneak into the Verde Academy, even if 
no formation was blocking their path. 

The Heads of the Verde Academy’s Five Houses appeared to greet Waleria. 

As for Saachi, she hid her aura and snuck into the Verde Academy. 

She quickly used her Divine Sense to locate James. 

It did not take her long to find his whereabouts. 

“Tt’s really him!” Saachi’s face lit up. 

She quickly rushed over to James’ location. 

Soon, she arrived at the spiritual mountain where James was. 

However, an elderly man appeared behind her as soon as she revealed 
herself. 

“You’re quite bold, aren’t you? How dare you break into the Verde Academy?” 

 


